On Germs of DIfferentiable Functions
In Two Variables By Masahiro SHIOTA §1, Introduction
In Q4H we have shown some sufficient conditions for a germ (of a differentiable function in two variables) to be transformed into an analytic one or a polynomial through a change of coordinates. Here we shall refine the result above and find a necessary and sufficient condition.
We denote respectively by 0, $ the rings of germs at 0 in R 2 of real analytic and C°°-functions, and by J 5 " the ring of formal power series in 2 indeterminates over R. If g has no multiple factors, Lemma 4 shows that the height of the ideal degenerated by -^-in 0 is two, and that the set of critical points of g is {0}. It is shown that for each point a^O near 0 with g(a) = Q, the germ of g at a is equivalent to x l where (x l9 x 2 ) is a local coordinates around a such that a = (0, 0). We remark that exactly one factor of g vanishes at a. When g has multiple factors, by the remark above we easily see that for the same point a as the above, the germ of g at a is equivalent to Xi for some integer a>0.
Because Proof. Theorem 7-2 in £2T\ treats only the polynomial case but it proof is also valid in the analytic case. For the differentiate case, the necessity of the condition is obvious from our Corollary in §1, and its sufficiency follows from the converse of the Kuiper-Kuo Theorem in (i.e. if g is a C r -realization of a ^-sufficient element in C r then |grad g(x)\^c x\ r~l in a neighbourhood of 0, with some c>0).
